Traditional folk entertainment of Maruoka
“Hyuga *Kagura”
Fukui prefecture designated cultural property (Intangible folk cultural
property)
Designated date; March 19, 1953
Administrator; Noune Hyuga-Kagura Preservation Society
Photograph and sentence; Reprinted from Mikuni Ryushokan [facility
name] the 24th special exhibition pictorial record “Kagura Sagichou
Hyoko-no-Kome [book name]”
*Kagura; sacred music and dancing performed at shrines

Hyuga- *Kagura
In 1660, Arima Yasuzumi [personal name], the Nobeoka [place name] lord,
Hyuga province [Miyazaki prefecture northern region] built “Seishin-*Gorei-sha
Shrine” to enlighten the spirits of his grandfather, and dedicated Kagura.
In 1695, when Arima Kiyozumi (Yasuzumi's son) became the Maruoka lord,
Seishin-Gorei-sha Shrine was transferred to Maruoka, and the dedication of
Kagura continued.
It is call “Hyuga Kagura [folk entertainment name]” because it conveyed from
Hyuga province.
During the Edo period, “Gakunin” who danced Kagura got a pot from domain,
and it turns out that Kagura was taken care of from domain.
There are 24 types of Kagura performances, but currently 15 types are staged.
*Gorei-sha; shinto shrine for the repose of a deceased person
*Kagura; sacred music and dancing performed at shrines

24 types of Noune Hyuga-Kagura “*Ama-no-iwato-hiraki kamiyo-no-Kagura, List
of old Kagura introduced to Hyuga province”

*Ama-no-iwato-hiraki kamiyo-no-Kagura; a sacred dance representing the joy of
the appearance of the goddess of the sun hidden in a mythical cave “Ama-noIwato”
*Gohei; plaited paper streamers [used in a Shinto ceremony]
*Yamata-no-Orochi; mythical monster serpent with eight heads

Traditional folk entertainment of Maruoka
“Hyoko-no-Kome”
Fukui prefecture designated cultural property (Intangible folk cultural property)
Designated date: May 15, 1962
Administrator: Kitayokodi Hyoko-no-Kome Preservation Society
Photograph and sentence: Reprinted from Mikuni Ryushokan [facility name] the
24th special exhibition pictorial record “Kagura Sagichou Hyoko-no-Kome [book
name]”

Origin of Hyoko-no-Kome
Hyoko-no-Kome is a religious event of Fukuro-jinja Shrine (Maruoka Town Kita Yokochi
[place name]). It is said that the origin of this event was that people living in the basin of
Jugo-yosui irrigation water prayed for the harvest of the crop and thanked for the rich
harvest, but the exact thing is unknown.
Also, it is said that the fact that the girl “Masu [personal name]” in the village has become
a tribute to God [human sacrifice] or is missing is also the origin of the event. “Masshamasu
[event name]” which distributes steamed first-eared rice“*Hatsuho Mai” to the village while
calling “masuya” at the end of Hyoko-no-Kome, is based on this legend.
The origin is unknown, but Hyoko-no-Kome is described in “*Kokonruiju Echizenkokushi”
established in 1804, so it is clear that this event held in the Edo period.
The name “Hyoko-no-Kome” is supposed to be based on the word “Hyoko-no-Kome (表志
米 )”, which expresses gratitude.
Hyoko-no-Kome designated as an intangible folk cultural property in Fukui prefecture in
1962. Festival day was August 14, but is performed on Saturday after September 14 now.
There are many mystery parts of the origin of Hyoko-no-Kome. However, the brave and
unusual events have been passed down from the Edo period, and still attract many people.
*Hatsuho; a ripe rice ear dedicated to God prior to the harvest of autumn rice in Japan
*Kokonruiju Echizenkokushi; a local magazine of the Edo period written by Arima Shigezumi
[personal name]

Masshamasu
The remaining steamed rice is distributed to the villagers in the early morning
the day after Hyoko-no-Kome [religious event name]. When a young man in a
kimono roams the village loudly, saying, “Masuya [hey Masu!], Masuya [hey
Masu!]”, the villagers who heard that voice receive steamed rice in the Japanese
bowl “Masu”. The reason for calling it “Musuya” is said to have been because the
village girl “Masu” was lost in the old days.

Traditional folk entertainment of Maruoka
“Funayose-Odori”
Fukui prefecture designated cultural property (Intangible folk cultural property)
Designated date; April 20, 2004
Administrator; Funayose-Odori Preservation Society
Photograph and sentence; Provided by Mr. Oshimo Tetsuo, Funayose-Odori
Preservation Society

The origin and transition of Funayose-Odori
As the army of Oda Nobunaga [personal name] attacked the northern part of
Omi province [Kita-Omi] in 1570, Kurosaka Kagehisa [personal name], who ruled
Funayose （Maruoka-cho Funayose [place name], came out with his master,
Asakura Yoshikage [personal name].
On the eve of the outing, the residents of Funayose danced at a banquet to
pray for Kagehisa's activity. It is said that this is the beginning of “FunayoseOdori”.
In the Edo period, Funayose prospered as a post town on Hokuriku [region
name] highway, and many travelers gathered. The residents of Funayose danced
Funayose-Odori to entertain the guests, and eventually they began to enjoy
dancing beyond the difference in their personal status.
In the Meiji era, the Funayose-Odori was passed on as a *Bon festival dance.
*Bon festival dance; an event enjoys in groups at night during the season of Bon,
the Buddhist festival for the dead held around the August 15 (or July in some
regions).

